“Body Descriptions”
Includes 4 “Monster Bodies” made out of various vocabulary words. Teacher or classmates describe the drawing to students, who draw what they hear. Great to use with individual whiteboards or iPad drawing apps. Great practice for body part vocabulary, but also reviews previous vocabulary words.

Script included for each picture. Previous vocabulary includes: food, school supplies, house vocabulary, and other common level 1 vocabulary.

“Body Parts Project”
A project for Spanish I or II in relation to the parts of the body vocabulary (partes del cuerpo)

1 page assignment sheet for students with rubric for easy grading. Students must label a drawing and then present their project to the class.

2 pages of over 40 follow-up questions prompts (70 questions in total!) to ask student as part of their presentation.

This Spanish lesson is stress free and ready to use right now! Why waste time creating your own. This is classroom tested and ready to go! Just print page 1, make copies, and get your students to work. Even if you don’t have the students present, the first part of the project would even make a good activity as a sub plan.
“Comida Bingo”
-12 Different Bingo Cards
-27 Food Vocabulary Pictures
-2 Clues describing each food in Spanish, promoting fluency. 54 Spanish definitions in total!

Play as a whole class or have students play in groups of 3-6 with one person being the caller.

Ready to use! Print and use in class today! No planning required. Makes great emergency sub plans or a fun Friday activity or for a day before a long break.

Vocabulary includes but is not limited to: soft drinks, knife, napkin, fork, spoon, glass, fish, french fries, meat, chicken, soup, apple, corn, orange, milk, carrot, fruit, vegetables.

“Food Communicative Activity”

Use a real life situation that students could find themselves in in the future where they must follow someone’s directions in Spanish. Have the students work in pairs where they must listen to the partner give them directions on where to place food pictures. You can certainly edit the sentences to use specific vocabulary, verbs, and grammar structures you are currently studying in your food unit.

Includes directions on how to use this in class.
5 sheets:
-1 sheet of Directions
-1 sheet for Partner A
-1 sheet for Partner B
-1 sheet of food pictures
-1 sheet of Answer Page
"Spanish Ice Breakers"
3 Spanish Ice Breakers to get to know your students in the first week of school.

1) Cierro o Falso?: 30 statements in Spanish that students will determine are true or false.

2) Levantate si...: Over 26 statements that students stand up if it describes them. Reviews with te gusta(n), vas a, tienes, and eres

3) Prefieres este o ese?: 25 questions that students must decide which of the two options they prefer. Gets students up and moving as they move from side to side of the room.

"Prepositions of Location Unit"
An amazing interactive lesson for teaching prepositions of location words in Spanish.

Includes:
- a location song
- a great trick to remember left and right
- A communicative activity that engages students
- Links to 4 videos that use these words
- 9 pictures for drawings

The communicative activity has 9 pictures for students to describe to their partner. The partner draws the picture according to what their partner describes to them. I have used this lesson many times when I have been observed by administration and they love it! The students also enjoy it and you will be amazed at how they can use their Spanish effectively to communicate.

All you need to do is print this lesson and you are ready to go! Makes for a great activity when you have an administrator coming to visit your classroom.

"Ser + Adjective Flashcard Game"
Practice Subject Pronouns, the Verb Ser, and forms of Adjectives with this interactive and engaging activity. Use it as a game and get your students excited about adjective agreement!

Students must match up 3 flashcards to get the sentences correct.

Example: "John is tall." Students replace the names with the subject pronoun, look for the correct conjugation of ser, and match the adjective alto with the singular male.